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On September 7, the Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission mov Q this BoarQ to dispose summarily of several

environmental issues. These issues encompassed damage to
marine biota', the economics of nuclear power generation, anQ

radiation pollution, three issues relating to nuclear power

over which responsible members of the scientific community have

clashed in recent years.

The Staff's Notion for Summary Disposition was based

upon Xntervenors'nswers to Xnterrogatories submitted last
summer before Xntervenors obtaineQ the assistance of any

technical consultants. IIowever, when the Staff submitted its
Summary Disposition 14otion, ~ the Staff knew that Xntervenors

had retained counsel recently and were just beginning to obtain

the assistance of technical consultants. By moving for Summary

Disposition, the Staff apparently sought to cut. off the three

is..ues from consideration before responsible scientists acting





in Xntervenors'ehalf had sufficient time to review the volum-

inous technical evidence relevant to this case and bring informeQ

scientific opinion supporting Xntervenors position to the atte'n-

tion of this Board.

On September 23, 1976, Intervenors answered the Staff's
Notion for Summary Disposition based upon the limited technical
review two of the Xntervenors'ecently retaineQ experts had

beon able .to conduct at that time. But even though
Xntervenors'wo

consultants only had a short time in which to conduct theix''

technical review,. Xntervenors'eptember 23 Answer elucidated

many material issues of fact between the Staff and Xntervenors

ovex'he adequacy of the Staff's Pinal Environmental. Statement.
H

That answer and those affidavits demonstrated that Xntervenors had

marshalled considerable factual technical information to support

their position that the Staff's PES underestimated important
1

environmental impacts and, ther'efore, was inadequate.

Subsequently, this Board granted.Xntexvenors additional
0time in which to answer the Staff's Hotion for Summary Disposition.

Xn response to the Board's grant of additional time, Xntervenoxs

are filing this Supplementary Answer.

Intervenors'upplementary Answer provides additional
scientific support for many of the material factual disputes

between Xntervenors anQ the Staff over the adequacy of the

Staff's Pinal Environmental Statement illuminated in
Xntervenors'riginal

Answer anQ also points out several additional issues of
fact not QelincateQ by Xntervenors'riginal Answer. This

Supplementary Answer elucidates these material issues by presenting
E
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five new affidavits and a technical article by
Intervenors'xpert

consultants, references to additional technical articles,
and inferences of fact favoxable to Intervenors. Xn addition,
Xntervenors have fileQ Responses to Interrogatories in the past

t

month which also point up several material issues of fact, as

noted in la'ter portions of this Supplementary
Answer.'or

the legal basis for this Supplementary Answer, we

x'ely on the extensive Qiscussion of summary judgment law appear-

ing at pp. 4-25 of Xntervenors'riginal Answer.. Ne wish to re-

emphasize that the legal principles and authority set forth in
~ \Xnterveno'rs'riginal answer demonstrate that summary dxsposxtz.on

is most difficult to obtain. The paxty moving for summary dis-
position bears the burden of establishing clearly and convincingly

that no genuine disputed issues of fact e"ist between the parties
in the proceedings. Xn contrast, the opposing party is to have all
doubts as to the existence of factual disputes resolved in its
favor and all plausible inferences from undisputed undexlying facts

that might themselves create factual issues drawn in its favor.

This Board's responsibilities under the National Hnviron-

mental Policy Act caution against granting summary disposition of

be note at the outset that this Supplementary Answer and its accom-
panying affidavits oppose the Staff's Hotion for Summary Disposition
and the affidavits accompanying that ktotion only. The Staff has
sent testimony on the contentions at issue here to all parties.
This te"timony expands on some=of the points made in the Staff affi-
Qavits ~ I/owever ~ the Staf f has not explicitly attempteQ to make
testimony part of it. Motion for Summary Disposition,- nor has the
Board indicated it will treat that testimony as such. Therefore,
Xntervenors have drawn this Supplementary Answer and supporting
materials to address the Staff's Notion and affidavits, but not
the later testimony.





these environmental issues. The environmental hearings are de-

signed to enable this Board to fulfillits responsibilities under

the National Environmental Policy Act. These responsibilities
include assessing all adverse environmental impacts (42 U.S.C.

Section 4332 (2) (C) (i) and (ii) ) and considering all costs and

benefits of operating the Diablo Canyon nuclear plant (Calvert

Cliffs v. AHC, 449 P.2Q 1109 (D.C. Cir. 1971)) to the fullest
extent ossible. Xf the BoarQ grants summary disposition too

lightly, it will bar Xntervenors'cientific consultants from

bringing information that this Board must consider under NEPA to

this Board's attention. Thus, an improper grant of summary dis-
positi'on can also leaQ to an inadequate environmental evaluation

under the National Environmental i"olicy Act.

The remainder of this Supplementary Answer explains how

the'ccompanying affidavits and newly cited technical papers

delineate several issues of fact between Xntervenors and the Staff
over the adequacy of the PES. This Answer takes up the environ-

t
r

mental contentions in order, beginning with marine biota, moving

to nuclear economics, and concluding with radiation emissions from

normal operations of the Diablo Canyon plant.

TIIXS SUPPLE?mNTARY A.ISNHR AND SUPPORTXNG
APPXDAVXTS PURTIIHR DEMONSTRATE ThH HXXSTHNCH
OP GENUXNH XSSUHS OP MATHRXAL PACT BHTNEHN
XNTHRVHNORS AND TIIH, TAPP A. TO TIIH ADI QUAY
OE". TIlE PXNAL HNVXRONIIENTAL STATE?IENT'
ASSHSSIIHI'IT OP ADVERSE HNVXRON?tENTAL XHPACTS
ON I"IARXNE BXOTA

~ Xn its original Answer to the Staff's Motion for Summary

Disposition, Xntervenors presented materials which delineated





several issues of material fact as to'environmental contentions

1.C. and 1.H. —J. By this Supplementary Answer, Xntervenors present

additional technical and factual material supporting its position

that the Staff ' FHS deals inadequately with environmental impacts

relevant to contentions 1.P. and 1.G.

Contention 1. P.

Contention 1.P. reads:

"1. Nhether information developed subsequent to
the Commission hearing in September 1973 Qemonstrates

tnat the Staff's Final Environmental Statement adequately

considers the extent or effect of the facilities'hermal
plume on the environment, as to:

F. Xmpingement and entrainment of organisms."

The FHS states, "field studies made by PG&H on its operate.ng

plants have not revealed significant mechanical or pressure related

effects 'to entrained organisms," and concludes therefrom that only

the effects of thermal change on entraine'd organisms need be ad-

dressed in the PES (PES Addendum p. 5-5) . However, several re-

spected scientific sources dispute this conclusion. Dr. James Enright

of the Scripps Xnstitute, an expert on marine biology who will
testify for Xntervenors at the environmental hearings, states that

death of entrained organisms due to mechanical stress may be as

high as seventy to one hundred percent. (See Affidavit of James

Hnright, p. 2). Studies done by A. S. Brooks, E. J. Carpenter,

et al., and John R. Clark, and I<eQ1, et al., both found significant
mortality of cooling-system-entrained organisms, including larval
fish, rooplankton, and phytoplankton.,'(See AddenQum to AffiQavit





of Leslie H. Grimm, pp. 3-4.) This mortality was due not to thermal

change, but to such forces as changes in pressure, friction, and

collision with the machinery. The study presented by J. 11. Icanberry,

"Delayed Hortality of Entrained Copepods at Ilono Bay Power Plant,"

which claimed insignificant mortality from entrainment, merely points

up the conflict in current scientific opinion as to possible damage

to entrained organisms, and shows a need for further extensive in-
vestigation into this area before the adverse effects of the Diablo

Cove cooling system on mari.ne life can be adequately evaluated.

Due to conflicts in technical literature and scientific
opinion, and due to inadequate'data, material factual disputes exist
between Staff anQ Intervenors over the adequacy of the Staff's

f

assessment of the effects of entrainment. of organisms on the marine

environment. Therefore, Staff's k4otion for Summary Disposition of
Contention 1.F. should be denied..

Contention 1.G.

Contention 1.G. reads:

"1.. Whether information developed subsequent -to

the Commission hearing in Septembex 1973 demonstrates

that the Staff's Final. Environmental Statement adequately

considers the extent or effect of the facilities'hermal
plume on the environment, as to:

G. Species losses and regeneration of signifi-
cant marine breeding areas including larval abalone."

In his AffiQavit, Dr. Hnright states that nearly all near-

shore animals }eave planktonic larvae {Enright Affidavit. at p. 3) ~

The death of large numbers of these larval animals through cooling-





system entrainment coulQ cause a loss oi many. varieties of nearshore

animals in the Diablo Cove area, particularly since the expecteQ

entrainment of the operating Units is so large. (See Affidavit of
James Enright, p.2.) The California Department of Fish anQ Game,

in a study of the Diablo -coastal area, explained that the 13-mile

Diablo reef area must "self-perpetuate" because of the reef's
biological isolation and. the non-migratory behavior of indigenous

species ~ ("The marine Hnvigonment in the Vicinity of Diablo Cove

with Special Reference to Abalones anQ Bony Fishes," Burge anQ

Schultz, Harine Technical Report No. 19, 1973, p. 12.) Thereiore,

any species loss would result in extremely slow recovery of the

breeding areas in the vicinity of Diablo if recovery is possible

at all. Possible species loss through the death of entrained

larvae in the Diablo area has not been considered by the NRC Staff.
For. this reason alone, summary disposition of Contention 1.6. shoulQ

be QenieQ.

Xn aQdition, the long-term effects of residual chlorine in

Diablo Cove waters has not been explored in the FHS. (See Addendum

to Affid'avit of Leslie i~i. Grimm, p. 4.) Sublethal effects, such

as reduced pumping action of oysters, have been found to result
from residual chlorine concentrations which are one-tenth that

predicted.to occur periodically in Diablo Cove. The NRC Staff has

not considered such sublethal effects„of residual chlor'ine on the

species of the Cove. Nor has it considered possible toxicity of
chlorine to animals exposeQ for long periods to relatively low

concentrations.
'ue to lack of adequate Qata, and to conflicting technical





litex'ature, material factual disputes exist. between Staff and

Intervenors as to the effect of discharge water on species loss,

and xegeneration of breeding areas. Therefore, Staff's Notion

for Summary Disposition of Contention 1.G. should be denied.

TliXS SUPPLHliHNTAR'Z ANSWER AND A SUPPORTING
APPXDAVXT AND TECHNICAL ARTICLE FURTiiER DEMON-
STRATE TiiH EXISTENCE OF GHNUI PH XSSUHS OP
YiATERIAL PACT DHTNHEN XNTHRVENORS AND T1IE
STAFF AS TO THH ADEQUACY OP TIIH PXNAL HNVXRON-
IWNTAL STATEMENT'S ASSESSMENT OF NUCLEAR PUHL
SiiORTAGHS AND PLANT RELIAOXLITX

A. Nuclear Fuel Shorta es

Xn order for the Diablo Canyon nuclear generating station
to provide its primaxy benefit of electrical power, nuclear fuel
must be available throughout its operating life. The Staff and

Intervenors differ strongly over the availability of fuel fox the

Diablo plant. In its motion for summary disposition, the Staf f
'predicted no nuclear fuel shortages would occur. Xn their original
answer, Xntervenoxs cited several technical articles which indicated

that a combination of limited uranium resources and poor nuclear

fuel duty could cause a shortage of nuclear fuel before the end

of the next decade, after only one-third of thc e::pected operating

life of the Diablo Canyon nuclear plant.

2Intervenors filed their original Answer for Contention 2.A.
separately fror.. their Answer for other Contentions. See
"Xntervcnors'nswer to NRC Staff's ikotion for Summary Dis-
position of Contention 2.A., Nuclear Fuel Shortages," dated
Septembex 15, l976.





Xn these supplementary materials, Intervenors present'a

technical article by a scientist who will testify for them on fuel
availability, Professor Hichael A. Lieberman of the University of

I'

California at Berkeley; Xn his article Professor Lxeberman

analyzes historical Qata of discoveries of known domestic uranium re-
sources and makes predict ions of the extent of additional resources based

on this analysis of actual data. His conclusion stands in sharp

contrast to that of Staff expert Ikinkle who claimed that no nuclear

fuel shortages should develop during Diablo's 30-year operating

life (Hinkle Affidavit. at p. 17). As Professor Lieberman put. xt:
if t:he expansion of nuclear power proceeds

as planned, a serious shortfall in uranium supply will
develop Quring the late 1900's." (Lieberman article
at p. 435)..

Xn terms of numbers of short: tons, Lieberman's estimate

of 'the availability of fuel from high grade uranium ore by the

1 04 million short: tons. Xn contrast:, Professor La.eberman est>mate

that only 1.134 million short tons of resources in this $ 30 foxward

cost cat:egory can be made available for use in nuclear reactors

by 1992 (U.eberman article, p. 435).

early 1990's differs substantially from Staff affiant Hinkle.

Hinkle estimates that at least all known and "probable" xesources

in t:he forward cost categories up to ~30 a ton will be available

by 1990 (Hinkle Affidavit, pp. 14-16). These resources total
s

3Lieberman, "UniteQ States Uranium Resource.". —An Analysxs of
Historical. Data," Science, Apra.l 30, 1976, pp. 431-436.





These differing estimates are based upon several under-

lying factual disagreements between Ilinkle and Lieberman. For

example, IIinkle believes that all uranium resources in L'RDA's

"probable" but undiscovered category can be discovered, mined

and processed into reactor fuel by 1990 (Hinkle Affidavit at

pp. 15-16). In contrast, Lieberman asserts ERDA's undiscovered

resource estimates "...are not based on any objective procedures

that I can discern..." and that I:RDA's procedures for making the

undiscovered resource estimates "...may tenQ to produce large

overestimates..." (Lieberman article at p. 435 and at p. 436,

note 10) .

/
Furthermore, a factual dispute exists between Hinkle and

Lieberman over the availability of nuclear fuel from domestic

medium grade uranium resources. Hinkle' talk of aQditional

nuclear fuel available from uranium in the $ 50. forward cost range

anQ from dynamic market forces prompting discovery of new deposits

when the price is right (IIinkle AffiQavit, pp: 14 and 16) suggests

that IIinkle expects middle grade ore Qeposits to provide nuclear

fuel when the currently used high grade resources which fall in

the $ 30 or less forward cost, categories are exhausted. But

Lieberman notes that middle grade resources are not, yet known to

exist in the United States (Lieberman article at p. 431 and 436).

Thus the submission of Lieberman's article and this

Supplemental Answer strengthens Xntervenors factual case against

summary disposition in several ways. Under the law of summary

disposition and HHPA's mandate to this 33oard,:the Board should deny

the motion for summary disposition and hear Xntervenors'echnical

factual case on the .nuclear fuel . hortage contention.

-10-
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B. Plant Reliabilit ~

The plant reliability contention presents stark factual
disputes between the Staff and Xntervenors. These factual issues

involve the primary benefit of the Diablo Canyon nuclear plant,
the generation of electrical power. The essence of the dispute

is that Intervenors contend the Diablo plant will generate less

than 605 of the electricity .the Staff claims it will generate over

its expected 30-year operating life.
The most meaningful measurement of power plant performance

is plant capacity factor. The c'apa'city factor of any power plant
is the ratio expressed as a percentage of the power actually gener-

ated and delivered over a particular period of calendar time as

compared to the amount the plant theoretically could generate had

it been operating at 100". of its designed capacity for that same

period of time.

In its Final Environmental Statement, the NRC Staff pre-
dieted that the DCNGS will operate at a capacity factor of 80:.
(FES at p. 13-8) Xn an affidavit supporting the Staff's Motion

for Summary Disposition on the plant reliability issue, Staff
expert Norman liinkle admitted that Westinghouse reactors had

operated to date at an average capacity factor of only 65-"., but
suggested that, capacity factors for, Nestinghouse reactors should

~Because the status of the plant reliability contention was un-
clear on September 23 when Xntervenors filed their original
Answer. to the Staff's Motion for Summary Disposition, Xntervenors
presented no material on the issue at tiiat time. This Answer,
and the accompanying Affidavit of Dale Dridenbaugh, then, consti-
tute Xntervenors'nswer to the Staff motion on Contention 2.D.





improve significantly, perhaps to a 75-80% range (IIinkle Affidavit
at pp.'19-21). IIinkle based his prediction of improvement on

several factors including mitigation of technical and operational
I

problems and the tendency for plant capacity to improve with plant.

age (Hinkle Affidavit at pp. 19-21) . IIinkle admitted that large

reactors such as those at Diablo have had lower capacity factors
than the average. for the nuclear industry, but he ascribes these

lower factors solely to operational shakedown problems occurring

in the first year or two of the plant's life (IIinkle Affidavit at

p. 21) .

Xntervenors take issue with all of the above positions

of the Staff. Xntervenors support their opposition with the

accompanying Affidavit of Dale Bridenbaugh, responses to inter-
rogatories and technical studies cited in the Bridenbaugh Affi-
davit and below.

The essence of Xntervenors'lant reliability contention

is that plant malfunctions, various operational problems and even
IP

scheduled downtime will cause the capacity factor for the Diablo

Canyon plant to be less than 50-. over its anticipated operating

life. Xntervenors base this prediction of a less than 50-- capacity

factor on a stuQy of actual PNR reactor performance discussed by

Bridenbaugh (Bridenbaugh Affidavit at pp. 2-3) .

Xn making this prediction, Xntervenor" dispute the points

raised by the Staff's ezpert IIinkle relating to technical and

5See "Supplementary Response of Scenic Shoreline Preservation
Confer'enc'e and John J. Forster to Staff Xnterrogatory 12

Pro-'oundedJune 21, 1976," Qated October 15, 1976.
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operational improvements, plant age, and plant size. First, Xnter-

venors'xpert Bridenbaugh, a mechanical engineer with consiQerable

experience„ in nuclear power plant operations, provides several

reasons for expecting.no appreciable increase in capacity factors

due to technical and operational improvements for nuclear power

plants already on line or close to completion, including Diablo

Canyon (i".ridenbaugh Affidavit,at pp. 4-6).

GeconQ, Xntervenors strongly dispute 11inkle's assertion

that annual capacity factors improve with the age of the plant.
Technical studies by David Comey have shown that, while annual

capacity factors improve over the first few years of a reactor's

life, sometime Quring the seventh to eleventh year of operation

annual capacity factor begins to Qec3:ine sharply, Bridenbaugh

gives one explanation for this trend, explaining that as nuclear

plants become older, and more radioactive, forced and scheQuleQ

outages for repairs and maintenance become longer. (Bridenbaugh

Affidavit. at p. 6)

Third, Xntervenors'ontest E/inkle's assertion that the

poor performance of large reactors in Diablo Canyon's size range

is due solely to shakedown problems. tA>ile shakedown problems

obviously have caused performance troubles, Hridenbaugh reports

that the Center for Economic Policy's study of actual operating

Qata concludes that larger reactor size alone, inQependent of
any shakedown problems, causes lower capacity factors.

6Comey, "Hill Xdle Capacity KillNuclear Power?" 13ulletin of
Atomic Scientists, 1fovember, 1974 and "On Cooking

Curves,'13-





Xntervenors, then, have several factual disputes with the

Stafi over the adequacy of Staff estimates of the benefit of elec-

trical power the Diablo Canyon plant will produce during its oper-

ating life. Xntervenors ground their position in these factual

disputes over predicted capacity factor and the effects of technical

improvements and plant, size and age on capacity factor on actual

operating data, responsible technical opinion, and technical studies.

Any NEPA analysis that. ignores such evidence, as Qoes the Staff's~

is clearly inadequate. Consequently, the Staff's motion for summary

disposition of environmental Contention 2.8. should be QenieQ.

XNTERVHNORS 'ASH XN ITS PRESENT STATE
DHI'1ONSTRATHS T11H EXI STENCH Ol." ADDITXONAL
GENUXNL'ACT ISSUES AS TO TECH RADIOLOGICAL
CONTENTIONS

A. Additional Xssue of Fact Relevant to Contentions
4 ~ A., 4 ~ C ~, and 4 ~ D.

Dr. Finston, in his attacheQ Adderidum to Affidavit of

Roland Finston, indicates that performance of PFR's over the years

shows that with increasing age of PUR plants such as the DCNGS,

emissions releases into the environment increase. This conclusion

can be reacheQ by examining the emissions data for everal PNR's

in operation over the years. The Appendix I figures anQ the FES

do not appear to have taken this fact into account. in indicating

dose levels over the years, and in this respect, the assumptions

~ for the DCNGS reactors may be unduly optimistic. Because the

Staff's calculations do not show that increasing emissions levels

were taken into account, there is a genuine issue of fact as to





whether the PHS has adequately considered the realistic effects
of emissions levels on the food chain, on the population living
arounQ the DCNGS, and on the plant workers.

B. Low Level Emissions into the Pood Chain.

Xntervenors'xpezts have had some opportunity to eval-
uate the Appendix I emissions levels reported in Tables 1 and 2

in the Letter of Edward I<etchen to James Geocaris, dated Septem-

ber 21, 1976 (hereinaf ter "Letter"), and repeated in the Supple-

mentary Testimony of Parsont and Boogli, unQateQ.7 The only

basis proviQed Xntervenors for the calculations in Appendix I
was Regulatory Guide l. 109. Xf the Staf f relied upon additional
materials in calculating the values given in Tables 1, 2, and 3

of the Letter, Intervenors have not received such materials and

thus renew all of the objections which they made in their first
response to the Staff's ?lotion, at pp. 39-44.

Furthermore, the AQQendum to the Affidavit of Roland

Pinston indicates that there appear to be two anomalies in the

Staff's Appendix I calculations in light of reporteQ data on

actual nuclear plant operations. The first anomaly concerns the

release o» Tritium, I?-3, which Table 2 of the Letter reported as

710'i/year/reactor. As the Addendum to Affidavit of Roland Pinston

It should be noted that the Testimony of Parsont and Boegli was
considered by Xntervenors in this Supplementary An wer only inso-
far as it was needed to adequately evaluate the emission'evels
given in Appondix X. This response has not fully considered said
testimony, since it was never'xplicitly made part of the Staff's
?lotion for Summary Disposition.





inQicates, data from PNR units of similar size anQ manufacturer

have been performing with much smaller H-3 releases. Releases

from six reactox's during the years 1973-74, according to a NRC

study, have been averaging 1/20 as great as that estimated for the

DCNGS units, normalized for rating (1000 NNatts) and capacity

factor (100;). (All of the data 'was so normalized in order to

give a realistic comparison, of the release rates from the reactors.)

This overestimate of x'elease has resulted in an overestimate

of Qose. Thus neither the Staff nor applicants 'have furnished a

reason why this particular emissions level is as low as readily
achievable, as required by 10 CPR Part 50, Appendix X. Xt is
clear th'at lower emissions of H-3 have been achieveQ at similar
xeactoxs, and thus there is no apparent reason why these lower

emissions could not be complied with at, the DCNGS. The fact that
the. Letter (which is part of the FHS) has given no explanation for why

the 1k-3 levels are not as low as readily achievable could indicate

a significant inadequacy i» the 1"HS. There is, then, a genuine

issue of fact as 'to whether thc FHS has aQequately considered 0'e

effect of the higher-than-average Tritium releases from the DCHGS

on the environment.

The other anomaly in the low level releases reporteQ in
the Letter concerns the release of fission, corrosion and activation
products to liquid effluents. Performance data for seven P~fR's

operating in the years 1973-74, again normalized to rating and ca-

pacity factor, show release six times greater than the figure

estimateQ for the DCNGS units, wnich is 0.34 Ci/year/reactor. As

the Addendum to Dr. Pinston's Affidavit indicates, the six-fold





Qifference was calculated by averaging the releases at the seven

PNR'
~ a range from 5 ~ 61 to 0 ~ 33 Ci/year/reactor, and by comparing

it to the estimate given in Table 2 of the Letter. Xn fact, one

PNR (Xndian Point, 2) released 30 times more fission, corrosion

anQ activation products to liquid effluents than are estimated

for the DCNGS. Xt would appear, then, that the estimate of

0.34 Ci/year/reactor is unrealistically low in comparison to other

reactors whose emissions have been calculated. A realistic release

value would, in turn, r'esult in a realistic dose, which is needed

to adequately assess the effect of'low level emissions that the

DCNGS will have on the food chain. Thus there is a genuine issue

of fact, pointed up by the contrary conclusions of Drs. Pinston,

Parsont, and Boegli, that 0.34 Ci/year/reactor is the correct-
emissions level for fission, corrosion and activation products to

liquid effluents from the DCINGS. Xf the estimate is wrong, then

the PHS has failed to adequately consider. the additional correct

emissions level on the fooQ chain.

Xntervenors also wish to remind the Hoard that its
objections expressed in the original response to the Staff's
motion rega'rding the inadequacy of the Staff's treatment of agency

comments to the PES are very much alive. There is still some

question as to whether the PES and subsequent materials incorpor-

ated therein have adequately treated the HPA's contention that

radiation received via the milk pathway could result in an

emission in e:ccess of the allowable S mrem/year for any child

younger than two year" located within a 50-mile radius of the DC~IGS.

The full argument on this point is contained at pp. 44-46 of the

Xntervenors'irst response.
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Two other shortcomings in the Staff's treatment of low

level emissions on'he food chain also exist.. The first concerns

the Staff's calculation of the total body Qose for liquiQ effluents,

given as 0.012 mrem/year/reactor in Table 3 of the Letter. Xn his

Affidavit, Dr. Xrving Lyon converted the values in Tables 1 and 2
I

of the Letter into mren/year, summed them, and compared the sum

with the total body dose for liquid effluents given in Table 3.

The conversion from Ci/year/reactor to mrem/year was as follows:

Ci/year/reactor x 2 reactors x 1 x 10,Uci/Ci x P (mrem/,Uci)

= mrem/year,

where P = Pactor for calculating Qoes to man resulting from ingestion

and external exposure, in mrem/,Uci. The calculated values are in-
'k

dicateQ in Table 1 to the Lyon Affidavit. The total boQy dose for

liquid effluents was calculated at 112,275,013 mrem/year. Dividing

that figure by the relevant population within a. 50-mile raQius of

the DCNGS ~ 260 J 000 J the annual dose per person in mrem could be

calculated. Thus:

Total body dose = 1.12 x 10 mrem/year/2.g x 10 persons5

= 430 mrem/year

The Staff's contention that the'total body dose for liquid

effluents is 0.024 mrem/year/site must rest on the conclusion that

there is a containment and/or dispersion of a major portion of the

430 r1rem/year/person total body dose Dr. Lyon calculated. That

portion of the 430 mrem/year which reaches the population, the

Staff contends, is thus 0.024 mrem/year/person / 430 mrem/year/person,

or 0.0064. This contention is equivalent to claiming that a contain-

ment and/or dispersion of 99.9945 (100.000~ — 0.0064 ). Such a con-



I



tainment and/or dispersion appears to be unrealistic.

Pactors which account for the 99.9945 reduction in the

calculated total body dose for liquid effluents obviously might

exist, but the Staff has not provided an explanation of those

factors in its Appendix I materials. It cannot, then, be said

that the Staff's assessment as to the effect of low level emis-

sions on'he food chain is adequate without such an explanation.

If indeed the reduction is due entirely to containment and/or

dispersion, tl>e Staff ha. not provided an adequate explanation
I

of how that containment. and/or dispersion results in only 0.006%

of the calculated total boQy emissions for liquid offluents. A

genuine issue of fact exists, then, as to whether the total body

dose for liquid effluents, reported in Table 3 of the Letter as

0.012 mrem/year/reactor, is, accurate.

The other shortcomings in the Staff's analysis of DCNGS

low level emissions. on the fooQ chain concern the reporting of bio-

accumulation factors. First, the bioaccumulation factors reported
R

in Table 5.23 may be incorrect, because they appear to a. sume uni-

formity of distribution within the entire volume body of an organism.
I

Since'his assumption is clearly questionable because many radionuclides

discharged into the environment anQ known to accumulate in specific

cells, tissues or organs. Therefore, these factors at, best can

yield only minimum rather than most probable estimates of dose.

Moreover, the calculated factors differ markedly from comparable

factors determined by the Staf f for cesium, strontium iodine, and

other radio-elements, as indicated in Paragraph 5 and Reference 1

of the Lyon Affidavit.
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Second, the reported bioaccumulation factors appear to

have failed to take into account the combineQ bioaccumulation

factors resul'ting from organisms which have bioaccumulation factors

eating other organisms which also have bioaccumulation factors.

.Por example, from Table 5.23, the bioaccumulation factor for Cs-137

in waterfowl or shorebirds is given as 100. But if these birds

eat fish which, in turn, have feQ on crustaceans or mollusks, which

have previously fed on algae, the overall accumulation factor for

the birds at the top of this typical marine food chain would be

10 x 50 x 30 x 100, or 1,500,000. 17owever, because non-radioactive

potassium in sea water, about 0..38 g/kg of sea water acts as a

major diluent for Cs-137, the net factor would be 1,500,000/380 ppm,

or approximately 4,000- This value is 'comparable to a concentration

of multiplication factor of 2,000 for Cs-137 reported in the flesh

of freshwater mallarQ Qucks (over the radiocesium in their food) on

and around the Hanford Reservation in Nashington state, and, there-

fore, is realistic. for the same marine fooQ chain at the DCNGS. A

similar conclusion for radiostrontium is appropriate: the bio-

accumulation factor for freshwater algaeg 500'ultiplied by the

factor for mollusks (soft tissue), 100, Qivided by the calcium and

strontium contents of sea water which act as diluents, 413 ppm,

results in an overall accumulation in marine fish of approximately

125. This figurc is more than six times greater than 20, the

figure reporteQ for Sr-90 in fish in the Staff's Table 5.23.

Because the bioaccumulation factors reported in tne FHS

may have been erroneous, the PES may have inadequately assesseQ
J

the impact of low level emissions at the DCNGS on the fooQ chain.
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Thus, the calculations and references presented in the Lyon Affi-
davit. certainly demonstrate genuine issues of fact as to whether,

the Staff's materials have adequately assessed the impact of the

low level emissions from'he DCHGS on the food chain.

Pinally,.the fact that there are several variables which

affect 'the calculation of the emissions levels, which variables

themselves may be subject to wide margins of uncertainty, indicates

that the Appendix I levels calculated. for the DCNGS Units may be

low by as much as a factor of 100. The Lyon >affidavit at Paragraph

8 explains these uncertainties anQ indicates the references"which

point them out. These uncertainties were not adequately explained

or indicated in the levels provided in Tables 1 and 2 of the Letter.
Therefore, the PHS, as supplemented, has inadequately a sessed the

impact of low level emissions on the food, chain.
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C. Somatic Effects of Low Level Emissions on
the General Po ulation.

As noted at the beginning of this section on

radiological emissions, Intervenors assert that the Staff's
failure to take into account increased emissions with

reactor age demonstrates the .inadequacy of the PES as to

adverse impacts on the general population. frere, Intervenors

make an additional point concerning a revision by the Staff
of its Diablo Canyon population dose estimate to 0.3 man-rem/

year (Letter, p. 5) from the 3. 7 man-rem/year previously

reported (p. 5-59 PES) . The conclusion reached in the

Intervenors'nitial answer that the risk factor of 1.3 x
\

l0 (p,52, initial Response) should be used to assess

the somatic and genetic effects of low leve3. emissions from

the DCNQS on a population living within 50 miles of the DCNGS

should be revised to read 5.4 x 10 (Addendum to Affidavit
of Roland Pinston, p. 6). With this revision, the supplemental

Pinston Affidavit still indicates significant differences .of

opinion between Dr. Pinston and Dr. Goldman as to how
I

the risk factor was arrived at. Because such differences

exist, a genuine issue of fact also exists, and, therefore,
the instant motion should be denied.

D. Somatic and Genetic Effects of Low Level
Emxssxons at DCNGS on Plant Personne

Intervenors renew all of their points noted in
their initial Response as to the failure of the Staff to
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correctly assess the effect of low level emissions on the

plant workers at the DCilGS ~ The revision of the occupational

exposure rate for plant employees from 1.3 man-rem/K/att-

year (p. 55 I initial Response), to l. 45 man-rem/HNatt-year

(p. 6, Addendum to Affidavit of Roland Pinston anQ Re ference

7 therein) results in an annual dose contribution by DCNGS

workers to the gene pool dose of 2700 man-rem/year.
As'n

the initial response, the addition of 2700 man-rea./year

to the background Qose of 21,000 man-rem/year represents

a twelve percent increase in the background dose. That

addition is significant both as to the increased chances

of cancer and genetic defects. But the PES and supplementary

material have apparently failed to consider that increase.

Purthermore, the occupational dose .of 2700 man-rem/

year represents exactly a fifty percent increase in the

genetically significant medical X-ray dose, as indicated

in paragraph 10 of the attached Pinston Affidavit. This

increase merits serious consideration by the Staff in the

PES. Yet nowhere therein is the cgrre'ctly, computeQ increase
I

to the X-ray dose found. Therefore, a genuine issue of fact

exists as to whether the PES has adequately considered

the increase in background dose and increase in the genetically

significant X-ray dose.

As Paragraph 11 of the. attached Pinston Affidavit
shows, the correction of the occupational exposure from

2400 man-rem/year to 2700 man-rem/year results in 120 to 380

genetic "effects" per generation at equilibrium, in contrast
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to the 20 "effects" proposed by Goldman. The increase in
genetic Qisease coulQ range from 0.5% to 2.5$ due to the

operation of the DCHGS, and these increased genetic effects
are certainly significant enough to merit evaluation in the

PES. Thus, a genuine issue of fact exists between the Staff
and Xntervenors as to the number of "effects" per generation
at equilibrium will result from the normal operation of
the DCNGS, and thus the Staff motion should be Qenied.

As to the possibility of mental retardation from

normal operation of the DCNGS, the Addendum to Dr. Pinston's

Affidavit inQicates that the exposure rate of 1.5 to 3.0 rems/

year experienced by ll~ of reactor workers has caused a four-
fold increase in the incidence of severe mental retardation
an/ a statistically significant increased incidence of Down'

syndrome. As was argueQ in Intervenors'nitial Answer, the

PES should consider the possibility of an increase in mental

retardation in the PES in order to meet the test of adequacy.

Finally, as to health effects experienced by plant
workers, the attacheQ Pinsto'n Affidavit indicates that
HEIR estimates can show that one additional death from

delayed effects of -radiation cancer will occur for each

6000 man-rem. Therfore, nine workers would be expected

to have patent or occult lethal ihalignancies engenQereQ

in their bodies over a twenty year period of operation of
the DCNGS ~ Intervenors contend with considerable factual
support. that the PES has not considered several increased
'risks of cancer among plant personnel Que to normal operation





of the DCNGS. Therefore, the Staff ' motion for summary

disposition should be denied.

CONCLUSION

The five affidavits, numerous references to technical
literature, and analysis Xntervenors submit as their supple-

mentary answer clea'rly delineate many genuine issues of
fact between Xntexvenors and Applicant as to the marine

b'ota, nuclear"economics, and radiological emissions

contentions at issue in these environmental proceedings.

Theso supplementary materials, ta):en together with .

Xntervenors'riginal answer and supporting affidavits, clearly
demonstrate that if this Board fails to deny the Staff's
Notion for Summary Disposition, the Board will exclude

from the record in these proceedings responsible scientific
testimony that this Board must consider pursuant to the

National Environmental Policy Act. Therefoxe, under both the

law of summary disposition and the mandate of HI";PA, the Staff's
Ilotion for Summary Disposition should be denied.

DATED: October 22, 1976 Respect ful ly submitted,

BRHNT N. RUSIII."ORTII
JAIIES GEOCARX S
Center for Law in the Public Xnterest
10203 Santa Monica Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90067
(213) 879 — 5588

James Geocaris
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Attorneys for Intervenors
Scenic Shoreline Preservation

Con ference
San Luis Obispo Nothers for Peace
Sandra Silver
Ecology Action Club
John J. Forster
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XNTERVENORS'UPPLEMENTARY STATEIKNT OF GENUINE
ISSUES OF FACT BE%'TEEN STAFF AND XNTERVENORS

FOR ENVIRONMENTAL CONTENTXONS lF AND 1G

Xntervenors have the following additi.onal factual

disputes with the Staff over its factual assertions regarding

the effect that the once-through cooling syst: em will have on

the marine environment:

Contention 1F

1. The Staff's assertion that mechanical stress due

to entrai.nment of organisms in the cooling system will have an

insignixicant detrimental effect on entrained animals.

Contention 16

1. The Staff's prediction that thermal changes and

mechanical stress will result in insignificant losses of near-

shore larval animals.

2. The Staff's prediction that any loss of larval
animals will have no effect on the marine population in the Diablo

nearshore area.

3. The Staff's prediction that residual.,chlorine

from discharge waters ~vill have insignificant lethal and/or sub-

lethal impact oh Diablo Cove species populations.
O'. The Staff's prediction that thermal change. will

have no effect on species productivity through variations in
productivity of phytoplankton caused by variations in tempera-





Because Intervenors technical review of environmental

impacts on marine biota is continuing, Xntervenors reserve the

right to supplement the above list of genuine issues of fact

as their technical review progresses.
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XNTERVENORS 'UPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF
GENUXNE XSSUES OP PACT RELEVANT TO

ENVXRONMENTAL CONTENTXON 2A, NUCLEAR FUEL SHORTAGES

Xntervenora have the following additional factual

disputes with the Staff over the Staff's factual assertions

regarding nuclear fuel shortages:

1. The Staff's assertion that all uranium resources

in ERDA's "probable" resource category will be identified as

actual resources and be available*as nuclear fuel by 1990.

2. The Staff's assertion that domestic resources of
middle grade uranium ore will be readily available to provide

significant quantities of nuclear fuel by 1990.

Xntervenors'echnical consultants and research

assistant on nuclear fuel supply are continuing'heir technical

review of relevant, data and studies, includ'ng the papers pre-

sented at a nuclear industry Grand Junction, Colorado seminar

held only a few days ago. Consequently, Xntervenors would like
to reserve the right to supplement the list of factual disputes

relevant to this contention as their technical review of material

relevant to this contention continues.





XNTERVENORS'TATEIKNT OP GENUXNE XSSUES OF PACT
RELEVANT TO ENVIRONMENTAL CONTENTION 2B, PLANT RELIABILITY

Intervenors 'have the following factual disputes with

the Staff over the Staff's factual assertions regarding plant

reliability:
1. The Staff's estimate that the Diablo Canyon plant's

capacity factor will average in the 75-80$ range over its ooerating
life.

2. The Staff's assertion that technical and operational

improvements will increase Diablo"Canyon's capacity factor
significantly over actual capacity factors observed at other

Nestinghouse reactors in the past.

3. The Staff's assertion that capacity factor con-

tinually improves with age.

4. The Staff's assertion that reactor size has no

independent negative effect on plant capacity factor.
Intervenors'echnical consultants on plant reliability,

capacity factor and related matters are continuing their technical
review of relevant data and studies. Consequently, Xntervenors

would like to reserve the right to supplement the list of factual
disputes relevant to this contention as their technical review

continues.'





XNTHRVENORS 'UPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT OF

GENUXNH XSSUES OF FACT BETNEEN STAFF

AND XNTERVENORS FOR ENVXRONNENTAL

CONTENTXONS 4A, 4C, and 4D

For Contentions 4A, 4C, and 4D.

Xntervenors have the following supplementary factual

disputes with the Staff over its factual assertions regarding

the effect of low level emissions from the DCNGS:

1. The Staff's failure to consider that emissions

releases from P71R's such as the DCNGS increase with

the age of such reactors, and the effect those increased

emissions will have on the food chain, the population living
within a 50-mile.-" radius of the plant, and the plant workers.

Because Xntervenors'echnical consultants

on radiological emissions are continuing their review

of the data on low level radiological emissions which

is available to them, Xntervenors would like to reserve

the right to supplement the list of factual disputes relevant

to this contention as such factual disputes are discovered.

Contention. 4A

Xntervenors have the following supplementary factual

disputes with the Staff over'ts factual assertions regarding

the effect of low level emissions from the DCNGS on the food chain:

l. The Staff's estimate of the release of Tritium H-3.

2. The Staff's estimate of the release of fission

'and corrosion and activation products to liquid. effluents.





3. The Staff ' estimate of the total body dose

for liquid effluents, apparently assuming a moxe than 99%

containment and/or dispersion factor.

4. The Staff's estimate of bioaccumulation factors,

and its failure to correctly account for the combining

effect of organisms in the food chain which themselves

~ nave bioaccumulation factors.

5. The Staff's apparent failure to account for
several uncertainties which exist in the calculatien
of low level emissions rates and bioaccumulation factors.

Because Xntervenors'echnical consultants on

radiological emissions are continuing their review of

the data on low level radiological emissions which is
available to them, Xntervenors would like to reserve the

right to supplement the list of factual disputes relevant

to this contention as such disputes are uncovered.

Contention 4C

Xntervenors renew all of the factual disputes

they raised.'.in their initial response, and note that

they have revised their calculations as to the health

and genetic effects of low level radiological emissions

from the DCNGS on the population within 50 miles, based

on a total body dose of 0.3 man-rem/year.

Xntervenors'echnical consultants on radiological
emissions are continuing their review of the data

on low level radiological emissions available to them,

and would like to reserve the right to supplement the

factual disputes xelevant to this contention as they are
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uncovered.

Contention 4D

Xntervenors have the following supplementary factual
dispute with. the Staff over its factual assertions regarding

the effect of low level emissions from the DCNGS on the

plant workers:

1. The possibility that long-term exposure to

plant workers will result in an increase in cancer among

such workers.

Because Xntervenors'echnical consultants on

radiological emissions are continuing their review

of'he data available to them, Xntervenors would like
to reserve the right to supplement factual disputes relevant
to this contention as they are uncovered'.




